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Embodied Poetry Panel: Poets from around the globe weave diverse perspectives on their creative process, share their 
poetry, innate inspiration and poetic powers of perception.  

 

 
TOP EMBODIMENT TIP: Be breath and then poetry will come (Alfred); Become less obstacle and more flow (Rosemerry); 
What I am trying to get away from is what I need to write (Brooke); Spill out of the chrysalis and witness ‘withness’ (Bayo) 
 
Dr. Bayo Akomolafe, Chief Curator and Executive Director of The Emergence Network. Author, lecturer, speaker, father 

- Embodied poetry is noticing that we are not in charge of the words, of meaning.  Pay attention, have a fugitive 
inquiry into meaning that is always becoming, and dwelling in a world that exceeds us.  

- Being slain allows one to be compostable which allows the generativity for the unsaid to be spoken.  
- “In order to find your way, you must become lost” (Yoruba elders). Stuckness is a gift. 

 
Brooke McNamara, Poet, performer, teacher, and ordained Zen Monk 

- It’s the body that liberates us from our mind.  Through meditation, walking in the forest, my experience drives me 
out of small identifications. I see so many people conflicted with small identifications, like nation, tribe, party and 
race. When I am totally in my body, I get out of those concepts and I understand that the body is the place beyond 
all those small identifications. We are one body. 

 
Alfred K. LaMotte, Interfaith college chaplain, instructor in World Religions, author of three volumes of poetry 

- Every morning, waking is waking to a completely new creation. The first thing you do is you breathe. Breath is the 
link between mind and body, the bridge. Through the breath, the mind is led back through the body, awakening 
numb parts of our body. Poems just come on the breath.  

 
Rosemerry Wahtola Trommer, Co-founder: Secret Agents of Change, Co-director: Telluride’s Talking Gourds Poetry Club.  

- How do we learn from the world and unlearn from the mind? Poetry is a bridge between the world of thinking and 
the world of experience, between the brain and the body. Embodied poetry is written experientially, and helps to 
build that bridge between our ideas of how things are and our experience of how things are. The poem isn’t the 
point, it’s the experience--the experience of being ‘slayed’, becoming less obstacle and more flow, being in service 
to the poem. Let the poem know more.  

- Aspire to write something true, authentic, something that really speaks to being alive. Let the body show up and let 
that do the speaking. Relax, lower your standards to allow poems to show up, rather than the writer showing up.   
 

Resources  
❖ Books: Alfred LaMotte, The Fire of Darkness: What Burned Me Away Completely, I Became 
❖ Website: (Rosemerry: ahundredfallingveils.com) 

 

 

http://pathofazul.com/
http://ahundredfallingveils.com/
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All Dance & Creativity Presentations are Proudly Sponsored by  
Amara Pagano, PathOfAzul.com 

 
Amara Pagano is a leader and innovator in the world of conscious dance. 
She is the creator of the School of Azul and the co-founder of the global 
conscious dance community  OneDanceTribe. Azul is a path of personal 
transformation that supports the awakening of consciousness and 
recognizes that, as we transform ourselves we create the conditions for 
our world to transform.   
 
The Path of Azul is a map for life designed to take participants through a 
journey of healing and self-realization utilizing dance and the body as 
vehicles for exploration.  Azul has three gifts for all Embodiment 
Conference participants.  
 
Follow THIS LINK and receive a 50 minute guided Azul Journey to give 
you an experience of Azul,  a $100 coupon for our life changing Online 
Embodiment Training and a free month to our Membership program that 
will launch in January. 
 
❖ Facebook www.facebook.com/Azul.consciousmovement/ 
❖ Instagram  @amarapagano.azul 

 
 

 
Interested in securing LIFETIME ACCESS to the Embodiment Conference?  
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